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ABSTRACT. 
· ·- ·-er-····.· ----1==-·tM_e_e-ftects or-surfaoe---states located 1n the S1-S1"2 interface on 
l 
the h1gh frequency C-V curves were studied theoretically and experimen-
tally, 
The theory of dynaaic charge current and capacitance characteria-
t1cs 1n MOS structures with d4atributed surface states by Simmons and 
Wei was extended to a aore reali~tic non-unif~ surface stat® <di~tri-
by a three part step fora, consisting of a low state density region 1n 
silicon aid-gap-and two high state density regions near the band edges, 
the following theoretical results were obta~neda 
...!I, 
I' 
In s~~t.®0 1.00 ®lU~~ioXil of ~&p~d electrons from sur:f'ace 
states reduces the slope of the C~V curve below its ideal value without 
states, A charging and discharging of the high surface state density 
near the valence band edge ( far N-type) explains the aeasured capac1 .. 
ta.nee ledge. 
In non-steady-state, the emission of trapped electrons is too low 
to fully respond. to the voltage ramp. Therefore, the emission becomes a 
function of time, and the calculated c-v curve shows deep depletion. 
Experimental c-v curves at 1MHm ffere plottoo frg thre® samples, 
the high frequency and the q1ias1-static method, Reasonable agreement 
was found between the C-V curves plotted with 71mv/sec ramping rate at 
J00°K and the calculated steady-state curves. 
Deep deplstion of the experimental C-V curves was observed 1n 
- 1 -
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. non-steady-state, but, then capacitance saturated with increasing nega-
tive vol~ r&m.p eonttay to the ~~®tiool c~o This dia~eP®ncy 
was explained by g®neration-of 11.inOJfity carri®r~ in the silicon depletion 
layer that was neglected 1n the dynamic theary. 
One sample showed an increase of the non-steady-state.capacitance 
in.deep d®pl~tion Wn the negative slope of the voltage nap was applied. 
This 1ffect was explained by m.obil neptivs ions on the outer oxide 
surface. 
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1, INrRODUCTION 
.. , 
Silicon has been widely used in electronic device fabrication 
since too develqpment of the planar processa Dul:ing t~~ication0 silicon 
dioxide layers are grown as protection on the silicon bulk. The 1nterfa-
c1al phenomena. at Si-Si~ interface influence the characteristics of the 
these devices. Fo:r example, the presence of surface states affects the 
curre~t~vol~ characteristics of the insulated gate field effect 
transistor by altering the channel width and the threshold voltage.Aleo 
1/f noise is caused by surface states, (1) 
1, 1 Historic Background 
Theexistance of localized electronic states within the forbbidden 
band gap of semiconductor surface was theoretically predicted by Tamm 
and Shockley (2) as consequence of non-periodicity of the potential at 
the SUK:face of the solida Bardeen (J) post11Jated interface states at the 
metal-seridconductor contact, Experiments by Shockley and Pearson (4) 
proved experimentally the existenceof surface states~ Finally, the 
invention of transistors gave great impetus to intensive studies of 
semiconductor su:rface. 
Most of the earlier work was concentrated on vacuum cleaved 
surfaces, but recent research has focused on oxidized silicon surfaces 
1n view of their importance in planar silicon-technique. 
Ever since the metalc=0Jcide-semiconductor (MOS) structure was 
proposed as a.voltage dependent capacitor (5,6) and its equivalent 
- J -
, . . 
circuit was suggested (7), MOS structures have be,n frequently employed 
i 
.. 
1n too imlw~tigation of Si=Si~ in~fM® ~op®Jt;ties., VarioM methods 
have been in'f:ztoduced to determine, the surface@~~ di~~ib~ti@no Of 
p&rtic11lar importance are the high frequency method introduced by Terman 
(8), the low frequency method by Berglund (9), the conductance •thod 
by Ni©@ufu ~ Goot~~~ (i©) 0 th® t®!Q1.p®Jr~:t~e wr~tion method by 
Gray and :Brown (11) 0 ~ the qoo@i=@5mti© m®ihoo ~ ~i@p (12) ~ 
Kuhn ( 13). These measurements revealed a contimious d.ist:ri butioxi of 
surface states .in the band gap with densities from 1010 to 1013 ev-1cm-2. 
The cm~~i~c®=W@lt&ge characteristics of a MOS structure with 
surface ~mt®~ ~i th® Si=Si~ ix!t®rfl§1c® ~® ~t®MiW®lf inv®~tiga.ted 
by Grove et al (14) explaining the characteristics qualitatively and 
quantitatively, The frequency dispersion of the MOS capacitance-voltage 
and conductance voltage characteristics was .studied in detail by 
Nicollm1m ~ Go®t~~gsr (10), and a simple equivalent circuit of the 
device was confirmed, 
Measurements of MOS devices at low temperature show s~e anomalous 
characteristics. They are interpreted as a combined effeet of surface 
stataij ~~. @%~00,111 ~uppli®d min~i ty ~iers ( 15C!:>17) o The capaei tance 
ledge of the capacitance-voltage c1llrve m~tRE®d wiih ~ J?©~itiV®~©pe 
linear voltage ramp for a N-type ( cfe Fige 4 of ref, 15) was used to 
est,mate the surface state ~ns1ty and the rate of electrons captured by 
surface states (16). A peak found on a C-=V curve for a negative-slope 
11~ W©l~ ~P was expla.Sned by generation of car:riers from s1t6.ce 
states (i?)o 
The recombination velocity caused by states at the S1-S1P2 interface 
- 4 -
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was measu·red_ by :z.e·r-'bst- :( 1.'8}. ·r.-n ve.r.y· thin. ·o,x-ide C<lOOA), electrons: 
I:.. 
and hole~ :c:~n tuttn-el t·h·r·ough the: 9xtd·~. ·via. s:ur·-:fa ce stat.es C 19). Th-e: 
c:o'rre-.spond:i:n.g tlreq1:--y:- of tunneling w~r-s- d·eveloped b:y F:reeman and Dahlke 
'(20)" ·~nd· th.e{r· ·model experimen.·tally confirm,ed by Card and Rhoderick (2·1)· .. 
· ..• , ., 1 
":"'•-.... '"''. ,__, ..... 
R_~cen·tty, Simrrron·s and We ii ( 22, 23) proposed a theory of dynamic 
-tha·r_g:e: c-urren.t.- and :e:~paci'-tanc::e·~characteristics in MOS structures 
They used a uniform distribution of 
" 
._sµr:f_ace states irt -the silicon energy gap to interpret the mt::asured 
capacitance: ledge· and the deep depletion at low temperature. However., ... __ , 
since suc_h ,·a uniform surface state distribution is unrealistic,. a 
mod if icat-iori: of this model is: n-ee·ded a.nd will be p·resented in thi_s: 
thesis. 
,1 ... 2 Objective of This Thesis 
The objective of thi-s. t .. hes':i:":S i·s -to- inve:S/t\:t':g:a:t:e· .exp'er-i:-me.ntal.ly 
and the ore ti ca lly the ::tnfl uence of surface sta·te s .on :h·i·gp.- fre.gue.nc:,y 
C-V curves. Simmons.·' theory is extended by introducing :a more: 
realistic surface state distribution in Chap·ter 2. The dynamic: 
theory (23) of surface states is applied to an idealized non-unif·orm 
dfstribution of surface states, and theoretical capacitance-voltage 
c.haracteristics at steady-state ·an-d. non--stea:d:y'""'.state· ·condition are 
derived. --
Experiments on three samples are discussed. Their fabrication 
is explained in Chapter 3. A detailed procedure of pre-oxidation 
~afer treatment is listed in Appendix E. 
- 5 -
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:procedure and merits of -~a::fh' method are ·p.·re.sented and d'is:ct.rssed." 
Chapter 5 contains e:x.pe·rimental resitlt:,s at1.d their discussion. 
:fiigh frequency C-V curves ( 1MHz) for different temperatures are 
shown. The surface, s't'.~rt:'e distributions are approximated b.y si)i1:P.l,e. 
step forms. Thet'.l: :C.,.;.V curves are calculated extending SimIJ1ott~·-': t.h¢:tl-r_y 
and compared witl-1: -me,asured curves.. Reasonable agreement i~ :110.t_e:'q:,;: 
sma 11 d iscrepap.ci.e~, are q.u,fl-ita t_i_v_e l_y ~-)c_pla: ined . 
... , 
•• ., •• o,. •• 
. . ·• 
.. ,· 
. . \\ ·;~· 
2. THEORY OF DYNAMIC CHARGE CURRENT- AND CAPACITANCE- CHARACTERI&'TICS 
IN MOS S'IRUCTURES 
A MOS structure consists of a silicon substrate, a layer of silicon 
dioxide of thickness X0 and a metal elec~ode as shown in Fig. 1a, V 1s 
the voltage applied to the m~tal electrode, A MOS structure is called 
ideal (14) ,if 1) the work function difference between metal and silicon 
subs~~~oi~h®~ 0 2) no c~g®~- ~a ~ .t~.-~-~~ 0 )) oo ~~e 
states are at the Si=Si02 irm~t~ce and 4) zero bulk resistance is assumed. 
The oxide capacitance is Cox = Eox/X0 • 
Figure 1 b shovs the land diagram of an ideal MOS structure w1 th 
N-type silicon substn,teo Without appll~d wol~~ t~ ®quili~iwn 
reqtilir®@ 'f,~ F~i l@w®l i@ ~ ~©M~W!,-{t ~~@~ ioo ~®~~the silicon, 
and conductionea and valence-land are flat, corresponding to flat band 
condition. If a negative voltage V is applied (Fig. 1b), the Fermi level 
of the metal 1s raised by an amount I V I w1 th respect to the Fermi level 
ductorj reside at the metal-oxide interface, The majority carriers of the 
semiconductor, 1,e,, e.lectrons, are repelled, a depletion region of thick-
ness lei is formed, and the silicon-bands are bent upward. 
Figm:® 2 show~ ~l@~t®d high frequ~ncy 0 low frequency and deep 
depleti@n c@.~~i'WJmc®~wol~ ©~V®~ of~ id®~l MOS structure with an 
N-type substrate of 1015 cmmJ doping. In region a to b of Fig. 2, the 
silicon 1s in accumulation with majority carriers accumulated at the Si-
Si~ interface. Point b corresponds to flat band cond1t1ono Fe&ture b 
' C. 
to C C~®~pond@ to d©pl®tion ~ ~®©1k W~®E9iOno Point C indioows onset 
of strong inversion, and the capacitance is constant from o to d, Region 
- 7 -
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b toe shows deep depletion without formation of an inversion layer in 
silicon. 
In practical MOS structures, the c-v curves are additionally influ-
enced by (:14o24'o25) 
1) the work function difference betnen metal and silicon, <Jlms:.c/)111-
<f>s 
2) the fixed oxide charge,~' and 
J) fa~r~ ~~face states at the S1-S102 interface of density N88 ey-1 
CJl-2. 
To maintain the MOS structure with applied voltage 1n thermal equ1-
libr1ua, the work f11notion d1fferenoe,</>ms, causes a band bending 1n sili-
con near th® Si=Si02 illWf&e@ 0 laOO r~H~lJJl:t~ in a shli~ of too C0 V cu:rve. 
A fixed positive oxide charge 0 'loo l<0cated in Si02 within 200A of 
the S1-S1~ interface (26) cannot communicate with the silicon bulk. These 
states are referred to as slow _surface states. Their presence shifts the 
C-V cunes to the left corresponding to a voltage shift AV•~Cox• 
Fast ~~~e® &s~w~ us~lly ~e~ult ft>@~ too rmegn=psxiooi©ity of the 
silicon potential at the surface., Their density on :freshly cleaved silicon 
surfaces is roughly equal to the density of dangling bonds at the surface 
(~1014 cmcc,2) o These unsaturated bonds exhibit a strong attraction tor 
foreiglm iloo.puoc'itis~ 0 t1hich bacofil® ~tts.ched to the sUJ;f®,Ca by a'IDoo~tion and 
chemiso.1:ptiono When an oxide layer is grown on this silicon surface, a 
number of these bonds are bound by the oxide resulting in a reduction of 
the state density to about 1010 to 101J cm-2 (27), Grove et al (14) 
In this thesis, fast au.:r:f<&ce atates are fo:r convenience called 
- 8 -
.!:· 
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1&· 
&Ut'face states, and slow surface states referred to as fixed oxide chal:ge, 
A theory of dynIDnic -eMrg® c~®ntC3 ~nd e&paci~c©=e~~ct©riatics 
1n MOS stxucttTX®S 00~ ~®fil d~wl©~d by S~©M ®'nd ~!®i (22023) iMt 
explains the effect of a uniform surface state distribution 1n the siltcon 
band gap. But, since the state distribution as measured by N1coll1an and 
Goetzbsrger (10)@ Gray and ~©w (11) is known to be non-uniform (Fig, Ja); 
It is therefore proposed to approximate the surface state distribu-
tion of Fig, 3a by a three-pa.rt step-form shown 1n Fig. ~band then, to 
apply Simmons and We1 91 theory, In Fi~o :3b8 the surface state density la 
Nati ®~Clicnic,2 ooti<l®®KA ih@ ~P~ o~ @i t~ ~l®m@@ ~ Ev ~ t~ l®'1el 
E1 in the forbidden b&nd 0 and is referred to as region 1u Region 2 betw.en 
E1 and E2 c0?%espond.s to the middle portion ot the silicon band pp and 
ha• the surface state density N1t2 ev·1om·2, Region 3 covers tbe energy 
betw®G~ E2 @,M Ee, th~ oottom edge of conduotion band.a 1ts surface state 
A.... 4 p, l'l _ 'iW - . ~1 e"!!l2 \Wn&.'tf d1fi3 l\\jGJi:; @v cm ® 
In this chapter we will deal onlJ with N-type 111100n 1ubatr&te11 
an extena1on to P-type substrate ia simple. The aubatrate ia aaaUHd to 
be grounded, and the upper edgl of tbs val@n@® ~R!d m~ 0 m~vea u 
ref~QM@ ~©t@l!i~lo All p:@~0itt~lWJ and ®OO~a liWlts ~® for conven1tnce 
,~ 11mpl1c1 ty, the 1urf&oo 1tate1· a.r, a11wn1d to bl of aocep\Qr-. 
type, 1.e., they a.re negatively charged when f1l1@d with @leatronn and 
DBUU°blil t'!ho~ 0mpty0 Th® ~i~o~ ©&bid® e~p, '-o, irs &~fjWfiid to oo locaiocl 
dirGo~ly Qt the S1e5i02 int~fMe, 
Fir1t, the high :fl'aqU1ncy oapaalt1no1 o pt/o-,,.2 of tho MOS 1'1'Uet.l1Ee 
1• aalo12late4, i'ar th11 purpo10, the t.P:i11uonoy la &11wn1d 'bo bl 10 ~ 
• 9 • 
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that the response of the surface states to the ac signal can be neglected • 
To calculate the depletion layer ~dth Xd, the depletion approx1ma-
. 
. 
_tion (22) is used in this chapter, The carrier concentration n and p 1n 
,.j .. ,, 
Nn of the silicon substrate. 
The MOS system is 1n steady-state after applying the voltage ramp 
of Fig. 4, if the charge 1n the surface state fully responds to the voltage 
raap0 ~© tlhat @m~c® $~t@~ mth M e~gy E ~EF &re @l?@.pty m,nd state 
E(EF are filled. Otherwise the system is in non-s~ady-atate • 
. '
2.1 Steadi-state Condition 
Figure 5 shows the 1:and d1agram of a practical MOS structure with 
a simplified surface state distribution and a fixed charge, ~' at the 
S1-S102 interface. If a negative voltage V is applied, the system is in 
depletion, and 
' . (2.1) 
where V ox 1a the voltage drop across the oxide, and Cps the surface poten-
tial of the silicon substrate. 
Using charge neutrality in the MOS structure, 
QH + Ql> + Q o ·+ Qt = 0 t (2,2) 
where '*1 ~s the charge on the metal, ~ qNnJCd the cMrge 1n the depletion 
layer, and ~ the charge ot the electrons trapped in surface states, Qt 
is either negative or zero, since the surface states are of acceptor-type, 
The charge on the metal electrode coul/cm2 is 
.._-··--·-, 
QM = Cex ( V - <ps - <.pms) • 
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(2.:3) 
.. ~ .. 
Integrating Poisson's· ·equation twice and usin_g t.he depletion 
jpproximation, the surface potential is 
a.nd the depletion layer capaci tan.c'e· 
(2.5) 
The measured and nor"rnal:ized total capacitance is the series combi-:-
n·a·t.1·· on ·of C and C'0 , .. . OX 
C I 
--------· -.:: 
I 
/ + Cex/cX) 
• 
(2.6) 
Equations (2.1 - 2.6) are valid for both steady- and non~steady-
state conditions. 
If the silicon Fermi level :E-.'.F is in regi_bri 3. -at ·flat band 
condition with bias V<.VFB(O, the charge in the surface states trapped 
for different values of the surface potentia 1 ~ is according to Fig. 5: 
r-· j N::.t 3 ( EF - E 2 + CfJ,. ) ·- .'lN,;tz. CE~ - £, ) - i N-sti E, llf:. j < Ji:i=- Ed 
Qt= -iN:,f~(r;F-E,+~) - 'iNst-1 £, , rF-Eii <- / CR-i< i EF-Ei I 
\ 
I f F - £~ J <, J 'f's j . 
When EF is in region 3 (Fig. 5a) or l'Psl<IEF-E 2 j (Fig. 5c), the 
re lat ion 
Cox ( V+'iN,-,X.t~".i.ts·- ~m:.·)+iN~)(c:4- Q.- 'tN~~ (.l:F-£.2. 
- 1 f./r,X~ ... h €s) -- 'i N:.:12 ( £:z - £, ) - <J.. Nsn 'ff, = 0 ( 2 .J3) 
is easily obtained from equations (2 .. 2), (2.3), (2.4) and (2.7). 
The normalized capacitance C/G . .ox. i·s .c-a·1culated by solving e.q_ .. 
- 11 -
·--~, 
" Flat ht.ml voltage is obtained from eq. (2,8) by letting xd~o, 
VF = 1 &3 ( f F - ~) + 'l. Nsrr:1. C£2 -E,) + ~ N1(t"1 E, - Q o +.,-"h ( . ) 81 c v n,s • 2 • 10 ox 
For 1Dcreaa1ng Nat) and constant Nst2• •stt• the ratio c/cox in 
eq. (2a9) ~©~®® ~ooi~i~ t@ & @~ @f ~~ @Wl~®~ Tu)~ Wo ~efore 
aoat of the change of~ is balanced by a change of ~• 1-nd ~ aM CD 
w.r7 little. 
The Ferai level Ep is located in region 2 near fiat band condition 
1f the @!@~ ©@lll\©@m~'{!;i@)l!i ID i® loo (Figo ,Sb)B lf1E '$f@E M~t:\l:v@ 'iM\,&1@ if 
the donor concentration Hn ia high. 1.e. I E:rcE2 j< j Cf3 i(i~:il.l (Figo .5d), 
B7 calculating the depletion layer width Id from equations (2.2), 
(2.3),(20*-·)1,(2.7) and substituting into equation (2.6), the noraal1zed 
capaei~e 
C/c = { I_ Cex + ( (· Cox ) 2 
&)( :1. N'>f'.2. -+ Cox 'lN~-2. -+ Cr.x -t 
+ . ~ Cox.2 [ Cox ( 'Pms- V) - Q" + ~ Afsr-a ( £,=.- {;,) + 1. N,r, f, 
!t N:n E-s ( q Nst:A ;- Cox ) . 
!lz -/ 
(2.11) 
11 obta~ned, 
The flat hLnd voltage 1a according to Fig. Sb, 
V. - '1 N-st.z < EE - E,) + 'i N-st1 E, - Qo + <h FB2 .- Cox 'rm~ • . ·(2.12) 
Vben the applied bias asa1,Ms a more negative value, the silicon 
energy lands bend up further, and the surface potential (p'"" becoaes more 
mgativeo When IEFca E1I< tCPst (Figo Se)e the Ferll1 level E, lies in region 
1, and the narmaliRJd capaci~©® is 
-, 
C = I- Cr,x + . Cox ~+ JCox[Cl((~n,1-·-V)-&o"*'1NsllEF t 
Cox C,x-t 'i fist, Ccx-+ f Na, ~ N1l (. Co~ -+ '1. Nst1 ) 
. (2.13) 
Fig. 6 shows the C-V curves of a MOS structure for the inserted 
(2,9), (2.11) land (2,1J)Q c~~ A is fer Q s~c.r~~® ?Jith & ~ilieon 
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' . ... 
donor concentration N = ~- x 1016 cm~3:. )t·t· ·f:1,rt band, point _a, and D 
from a to b, Fermi level EF is in region 3. A large surface state 
density N
5 t 3 responding to the voltage ramp relates· to a slow change 
of xd and Cn. 
and EF lies • 1n 
Feature b 
• 2 . region 
to 
A 
c corresponds to EF - E2<1 Cfsj< EF - E1 
decrease of QM is responded by an increase 
of Qt ( less negative) and QD 
faster from b to C than from 
(more positive) ( eq. (·2. 2)),, Xd increases 
a to b, i.e. region 3. EF for feature c 
to d is located in region 1, and most of the changing QM is offset by: 
the changing Qt; the increase of Xd is slowed down. To the left of 
point d, i .. e. onset of strong inversion, I 'Ps I = 
normalized capacitance is constant; 
-I 
-( E - 2EF) , the g 
The applied voltage for point d is found from equations (2 .. 2)., 
(.2.-3) and C 2. 7): 
V.i, =: f:s-.;,EF +ck .- .~N.11. [ ~Es ( «EF-£9) J ~ - J [ Q"·-1"1m (fs-tF)} 
"~ Cc-;( 1.. Ni, .o>\ :J( 2. 15) 
• 
The C-V curve B in Fig. 6 corresponds to a silicon donor concen-
tration of sx1015 cm_-3. EF is below E2 at flat band condition, in 
region 2 from e to f, and in region 1 from f tog. The slope of curve B 
between e-f is larger than that of curve A between b-c. To obtain the 
same rate of changing Qn, a larger rate of changing Xd is needed for 
sample B than for sample A. 
For both 1 A dB, E ·>E - E is assumed. samp e an 1 g F Strong in-
version happens when EF is in r·egion 1 (Fig. Se), and also when EF 
I • 
... 
. -
of S:ff:r.ong inversion:., .. is obtained from equations ( 2. 2) :, (2. 3) and ( 2. 7) ... 
2.2 Non-steady-state Condition 
When the MOS structure is in steady-state, the surface states are 
in dynamic .equalibr.ium with se.miconductor conduction band; i.e., 
emission rate and capture rate of surface state are so large, that the 
states follow the cha~ng applied voltage. 
Under non-steady-state condition, the electron emission rate from 
surface states above the equilibrium Fermi level, EF, is much less than 
-their capture rate~ Thus, the net rate of change is determined by the 
emission rate. 
The Shockley-Read-Hall theory of recombination (28,29) shows the 
rate of electrons emitted from a distribution of surface states to be 
the product of the number of trapped electrons n t. at the i th state 
S 1 
and the corresponding emission probability 
with 
e . : 
n1 
(:2.:-17}· 
·( 2 .. 1)3) 
where nsti is a function of time and energy level of the state, v the 
therma 1 velocity of electrons (~ 10 7 cm/sec at room temperature), 
the capture cross-section of the states, and Ne the effective density 
of states in the conduction band. 
Since surface states are continuously distributed across the band 
gap, the sum in eq. (2.17) is replaced by an integral, 
(2.19) 
- 14 -
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The'. t,t·a:risition :frnm steady-state to non-steady-state during the 
negative s.lop·.e· cy:cle (Fig. 4) occurs when the emission rate of the 
trapped electrons is too low to provide dynamic equilibrium between 
surface states and voltage ramp: 
-~~ l~.s:~. < -~~t/3.l, . ( 2. 20) 
When either i4'Ji~J<fEF - E 1 f or BF ·is in region 2: 
cAOt _ . iN~t~~~~ 
-
~t 
where d. = f ctv /d tJ is the voltage ramping rate, and 
The derivation of:. eq. ( 2. 21) is in Appendix B. 
When 
dGt-
-
-ttt 
r.s. 
In non-steady-state, the emission ra.te :fcJt :a :sin:gle: sta.t·e in.. t.h~ 
band gap fallows from eq. (2.17): 
with the solution, 
( 2. 24) 
where n t( O,E ) is ·the number of trapped elec.tr·9n$. p .. e.r unit area unit s t 
energy at on.set of non-stea·ciy·--state. 
In equation ( 2. 24) 
exp [-
€11 ~f":t) t.) :-::;- -e,.; p [- V-<t Ne -et Et- E"gf.lr t] 
- 15 -
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. i:. ~ 
t·$: the non-steady-state occupancy of the stat ..esf .fts sha·pe (Fig. 7) 
:i.·S. similar to a Fermi-Dirac distribution. Tl:te s:f:..ates are empty above 
~.n e.n·.er:gy· Em( t) , ~ and f uI 1 be:lC>w Em( t) . 
Fig.ute 8 illus.trGlt·es the energy ·band diagram· of a MOS structure. 
in non-steady-state. Onset of non-steady-state (Fig. 8a) occurs at 
t = 0; EF and Em(O) .coincide at the interface. The states EF< E <. E ( t) 
t m 
are f i 11 e d with el e ctr on s a ft er t i me t , and the st a t e s Et ·.:,-Em ( t ) are 
empty (Fig. 8b). The derivation of Em(t) is given in App .. C. 
The charge pf the trapped electrons in non-steady-state for ~F 
Elll2C 0) = EF -qN0~ 2 /( 2Es) is the energy level EF at the onset of non-
ste.:ady-st~ te (Fig. 8a) , xd is given by eq .. (.B .:2) .. 
·.A.t t.he onset of tton-steady-sta te., di·ffetentiat·1ng ~,q ... ( .2'..:2,5) 
results in: 
\ 
(2.26) 
The corresponding applied voltage V(O) was.. obtained by equating 
:e·~:r.. ( 2·, •. 2.1.) atid: .e,q·. ( 2. 26), using a computer i te.ra ti on method. 
'If. non-steady-state occurs for EF - E < I 4',..', then E ( t )<. E , 1 ~ ~a m 1 
, fj [.. E&n r\; 'I;/ - l:1 A ·1 
Qt({),.~ 1 N$tr /.ir"" I·- ( J.- e . d ,, 1"T) €.JI: P(-1Tct.\(, e ' . /tr i) J UL 27) 
., 
and 
(2.28) 
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In non=~teMy~~ ~ 0 i1he1rf EF ~~ ~igi~llf l©©~ ~d 1n region 2, 
am moves after time t to region 1, the trapped electronic charge is the 
8tllll of the charges 1n region 2 and 1 s 
/:'\ . .J.. Q4J E j a h J [ - E"m2l03'.T ( Nttl I ( 9i % ) .. 'J · 
~(L)=.l.,vst.z ,+ N~"'t:t.JRT·~l e -+ ·,vs,-~~T e 7-t)-e IT 
)( exp [ ( N:m lf(J Ne. ( € LE.-&,~T - e - E,;k T ) - 'Jl<t"/'{c e~· .. E;);;T \_l_] -( .. N-''1r Dr 
Nsn .~T J-C Ns~ A 
><( e E);(.T_,) e J;7'T )-1 J + 'jN~ _k Tl { I- Cl-e%r )exp f.vfJN~e-E'4t t-t,>JJ (2.29) 
, 
where ti is the time taken for EF to sweep :f'roa ~ ( 0) to E1• 
Comparing equations (2.7), (2021) 9 (2022) and (2.25-2029), ~/dt 
and~ are ftmctioM of ~h® ~ppli®d W()l~ oruy in ste&dy=state, and. 
fwictions of time and voltage in non-steadyc:;9ta,t,e, 
The normalized capacitance 1n non-steady-state 1s obtained from 
equations (2. 2-2.6) 1 
(2.30) 
Figure 9 shows the calculated C-V curves of a MOS structure, The 
voltage ramping rate for curve A is 10 v/sec, The structure 1s 1n steady-
state from a to b, it enters non-steady-state at point b, and the trapped 
electt©M ~ot b3 ®~itt®d from too ~utes u f&si a~ EF fSW'9®~ [@.,cross 
the s~e 9Uts leveliio EF i@ in region 2 for feature b to c, and in 
region 1 :from c to d, The assumed surface state distribution 1a shown 
1n the left upper corner. 
Curve B shows the steady-state c-v curve for the same structure, 
EF is in r@gion 2 fto~ a t@ ~ 0 Md in region i from e to f. The onset of 
strong 1nvars1on happens at point f. 
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J. SAMPLE PREPARATION 
' 
" 
i .. 
Three silicon wafers were used. Two of them. were N-type with< 100 ·> 
or1ent&tio1m0 5 to 10.n~m ~®~i~tirttyo Th@ t~d ~ N=t~ mth <111 > 
orientation, o.s to 1 .!l.~• resistivity. All of them were single crystal, 
and well polished mechanically and chemically. 
The wafers were first degreased and etched, then thermally oxidized 
. cm 
1n Fig. 10, for 1,5 hours at 1100°c to grow about 16oo A of S102o This 
oxide layer was etched off by hydrofiuor1c acid. The detal1 of this 
procedure is listed 1n App, E. 
For ~pl® i ruDd 20 the final oxides were grown for one hour at 
1050°c 1n the furnace used for the first oxi@:ti@m1 ~®rr~i@oo~:-~b®w.· 
'° Sample.:3 was oxidi~ed for one hour at 1100 C, The measured oxide thickness 
as a function of the growth time for dry oxidation 1n oxygen is plotted 
1n Fig. 11 (27). 
After oxidation, sample 2 was annealed in a resistance heated 
turnace.1(Fig. 12)!_ for half an hour at 400°C in a hydrogen ambient. 
The oxides at the sample backs were d1sao1Ted by etching with hydro-
nupric acid and rinsing with deionized water before aetalizat1on, The 
front$~&©@~ w~e c©~®d eith apizon wax which was later removed by 
boiling 1n t.richloroethylene, 
The metal contacts of sample 1 and 2 were made by depositing,_ 
alUJ11nllll f.rOll a heated t11ngsten filament 1n a d~ffusion high vacuum system 
(Fig. 13) at 8 x 10-6 tor.r. The area of the front contact. was 20.26x 10-4 
cm-2. 
- 18 -
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The metal contact of sample J was made by evaporating al,nninum at 
10-6 torr iXA & Var~ high V&C'dll'lm syis1te!f!I toot ~ ~lldp~· m'\th two 
sorption pumps, a titanium sublination pump and a sput~ ion pump far 
initial, intenledi&te and final pumping respectively. Tbs area of the 
front contact vaa the same as that of sample 1 and 2. 
'·" 
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4. MBASUREMENT OF SURFACE ~ATE DENSM 
4.1 Methods of Measurements 
For evaluation of the surface state density at the S1-S1o2 inter-
.face, several techniques have .been developed measuring the capacitance-
and eo~n©~e@~ vol~ ©~~c~i~ii©~ @f ~ ~OS ~~©t~@ (8°12). 
In this thesis, the high frequency method and the q~i=t~r~ti.c 
aethod were used. Their theory, procedure and merits ,~e briefly discussed 
below. 
4.1.1 The High li'r!39,uency Method 
The high frequency method first used by Terman (8) yields the 
surface sta~ density by co11~1son @f the measured high frequency 
.~·; :-··· ·. 
( ~1MHs) C-V curve with the id®81l c~v®a The oo~ciWOO@ i@ m.®asured at 
such a high treque.ncy tbat surface states cannot follow. Therefore, they 
do not contribute to the measured capaoitance, but they dis~ort the ideal 
C-V curve, The voltage difference between experimental and theoretical 
(4.1) 
where Qt is the charge in surface states. 
D1ff ere10.tia ting eq. ( 4 .1 ) w1 th respect to the surface potential <fs, 
' 
where C88 is the surface state capacitance. 
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(4.2) 
Since (4.J) 
the surface state density N88 is obtained by 
Nss == 'i cl L4V) 
C6x d c..p; (4.4) • 
The advantages of this method 18 its s1apllc1ty of aeasureaent and 
tm:ther, it covers a large portion of the ba,nd gap. 
The &©©~ooy l~U,tions of this method have been discussed by 
Za1n1nger and Warfield (JO) 0 Too JffiilO$t ~®Jei©~ ~©UJr@i©Y e@li1e~ ~om the 
graphical differentiation of ~ v with respect to (f;s • Another possible 
error is a measuring frequency chosen sot sufficiently high so that part 
of the surface states can still follow the signal. 
. •-1 
_, . 
4,1.2 The Quasi-Static Technique 
The quasi-static technique measures the displacement current of the 
MOS device far a line~ vol~ rup applied to the m®U\l electtod®o The 
c1rcu1 t far performing this mea.s~®Xi~nt i~ shoflll in Figo 14; and the 
circuit diagram of the ramping generator is in Fig. 15. 
When a linear r&mping voltage V(t) • Vf±~t is applied, the output 
voltage Vott) = -~cct>W 
:::: ~Roi. C(t). (4,5) 
is obtained, where o{, is the ramping rate, R is the shunt resistance 
acroaa the o P e1:a tio nal amplifier m the electro~ter, and C ( t,) tbe instan-
taneous capacitance of the MOS structure, 
The displ&cem®D:t cur:rent is 
·i(t)=+d..C.(t) 
• 
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(4.6) 
·t'f the- tamping :r~_te is so iow that the surface st,rt·e·s. ~an· t·ollovf 
t.11.e applied vol·ta:g.e· V(t), the equivalent circuit of Fi-g_.: 16 is ·ap_pli--
.c:a·ble. Th.e sur·face state capacitance is obtained from Fig·~ ::16b· :_c3S 
- CJ)(~) ( 4. 7) 
where C is found by measuring the displacement current us1:ng: :the 
relationship .between displacement current and measured ,capacitc:rn.:ce, 
(4.6). The surface potent ia 1 • eq. lS 
·v C k Cf> .. ( f- ) PlV -+ - (4. 8) - C"x V.u, 
V the applied volt~ge at strong accumulation, Kan additive constant. 
ace 
CnC lfs) is calculated theoretically (14), C0 x taken a·s saturation value 
of the high frequenc·y C-V curve. The a·pparatus ~sed :for this 
me~.-:surement is shown in- '.F:.tg. :j(J. 
The surface s.tate density Nss' ls g.iveh b·y:· :(1.3) 
.... 
• 
.(4. :g:) 
Since the displacement current is sma 11 (~"-'l0-12 amp·e-rs), etrert 
a small leakage current can 1 cause a biE error. The equivalent circuit 
of the ms capacitor with leakage an.d stra:y .cap~ci tance is plotted 
iri Fig. 17, G is the leakage due to: the MOS, est the stray capacitance, 
Gst the leak·a:_g.e. d:u.e t·.o: the ca·bles and all connections. To get the 
real MOS capa_cit,fn:.c.e-., :the voltage ramp is applied in both .p·o:s-i.t:i.ve~. 
and negative .... ~·lope dire·ctions. The currents are measured v·fhil.e t1te 
.prol.Je, ·touches the me.t,a 1 electrode, 
.. 
t t :~ C <·t>·d -t- GV -+ CJ't ~ ·t- G~t V 
·i _:::: ._ C. ( 'l) {.X -+ (7 V -- ('s-t rJ.. ·-t- '=i ;,t V 
- 22 -
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-When the voltage ~amp is applied 1n both directions w1 thout MOS 
structure, the measured currents give the stray capacitance and leakage, 
(4.11) 
Froa equations (4.10) and (4.11), the MOS capacitance C(t) is 
calculated 
C ( t) = I [ i-i- - i- _ i,t + : ist"- l ~ 2. J 
• 
(4.12) 
Since thermal eq~111br1Ull 1a required for validity of this method, 
the sweep rate ~ is chosen as sall as possible. Kuhn and Nicollian (17) 
found *t ~®P ~~i® ~~lle:r th&n 100 mv/sec was required. 
To obtain the ~tive consrt~1Jart K in eqe (4e8) ~tch1ng of experi- , 
i 
' I 
I aental and theoretical curves 1n strong aceumu]ation was used by B~glmid I 
(9) and Kuhn (13). Lopez found the integrated total surface potential 
to oo &l~~ l®~s than 1.1 ev (J1). He proposed an alternative way to 
obtain the &dditiW® c@~t&w.t K by d®t®rmining the difference between the 
enlnated integral and 1.1 ev, and then divided by 2o ThiA value ~~ added 
to the aeasured surface potential, thus centering the measured range 1n 
the band gap •. 
\ 
4.2 Measm:ements of surrace State Densities 
The surface state densities of sample 1 and 2 were 118&8ured 
e11ploying the high ft>eqta.ency and the quasi-static methocta. Ihle to a 
large lea.kags cmTsnt ini ~p1e 30 only too high frequeooy 1tuathod could 
be used, since it was fo,,nd that the outersurface of oxide of aaaple 3 
- 2J -
,,, 
' 
. ·1 
was contaminated by Uegative ions as discussed in Chapter 5. 
,.,. 
EmplQ)ying the quasi-static method, the oxide capacitance Cox was 
fo11nd from ~h1® high fg~qoon©w C0 V ©~1re6o The Qt™i~il£ti.© C=V C\EWS 
were measured 1n the system shown in Fig. 14© The voltage r~ping rate 
used far both sample 1 and 2 was 71 mv/sec, which was slow enough to 
assure equ111~1um. To eliminate leakage current and stray capacitance, 
the di~Jp)l®,C@r@.®Rlt cgg@nt@ Md 1~ C'U1KT®imt~ ~@ IliS~S~@d f~ both 
directions of voltage ramping 0 and 8'l0 {4.12) was used f~ ~JL©m1l~v&,ion. 
The integration of the surface potential eq. (4.8) and the thecxretical 
Cn v,s. lfs curves were ceaputer ... calcn1ated, The additive constants K's 
were fo~ by ©elm~ing too meastn:ed range in the band gap. The results 
are sh<>wn 1n Figa 18 and 19, 
Employing the high frequency method, the 1 MHz capacitance was mea-
sured point by point according to Fig 20. The donor concentrations were 
est~too by ooing too r~tio of the capacitances at strong accumulation 
C0x to t'bat at strong inversion C111n (32) or calc11Jated from Lehovec•s 
equation (3J), 
_'i._n_;_e_'> s-L ( ~. ) , (4.13) 
where D.i is the intrinsic carrier concentration, and A the area of the 
/ 
metal electrode, 
' ' The comparison between theoretical and experilllental high :f'requency 
C-V curves and the graphical differentiations ware done by computer. 
The $WCf~c® ID't&t® d®Miti®@ oo~~®)d by the high frequency method 
and that measured by the q~i=~t@:ti© @gihoo diftf~sd by f&2,ct~~ of 1e.5 
to 10, Because of the mentioned limitated accuracy of the high frequency 
- 24 • 
method, the resul~s obtained by the quasi-static aethod were preferred 
when applicable, 
Figure 21 sbon the surface state density of- sample J aeasured by 
the high ~~usncy rn®tfrnOO. 
le recognize from Fig. 18,19 and 211 that the surface state distribu--
tions are not 11n, form •. They are low at mid-gap, and hi~ near the conduc-
tion and Y&l.ence 'brand edges, 
-·,. 1, 
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5. EXPERI.M.ENTAL RESULTS AND· DISCUSSION 
Hgih frequen-cy c~v curves were plotted by an X-Y recorder at 
different temperatures with different voltage ramping rates. The 
measurement apparatus is shown in Fig. 22. The MOS structure was 
loaded in a Sta than temperature test chamber SD 30, its temperature 
was controlled to within ±1°c and read by a copper-constantan 
the~mocouple. The frequency of ·the ac signal generated by the 
B9onton 71 AR L-..,..C.: meter is 1 MHz, its magnitude l.5mV. 
"·· 
5.1 Sample 1 
Figure 23 and· 24 show the·· recorded C-V curves of sample 1 ·.a.t 
300·.0 :k an·d: 248°K :re-spec't±vely for directions of voltage ramping w:·i:·tlr 
. . 
. t1eg.a,tive and posit.i-ve ~lq_pe-s.. Figure 25 show$ :the. MOS C-V cu.rv:e:s for 
-s·teady-state and non-steady~state calculated fr.om the :d-ynamic theory. 
:The assumed surfac·e· ~t-ate distribution shown in the: 1e.f·t upper corner 
was obtained by moc:li.fying the measured surface state distribution 
shown in Fig. 1s· ~ In calculating the non-steady-state c.µrve, a 
rampin·g -ta t.e· ·of 4-. 4 ·v./sec was assumed. 
5.1.1 C-V Curves at Room Temperature with Negative Voltage Ramping Slope 
_5-~ 1_.11 Ramping Rate 71 mV /sec 
Compari.ng the negative slope voltage ramping part of curve B 
in Fig. 23 and the steady-state C-V curve calculated by using dynamic 
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theory as shown :in f:ig ... 2·5 ,· r.ea ~·Qn~b'.le · e:tgre·Erm··en:t' :is, .. £ ounct~ 
Feature a to b of cu.r·v·e: B. :in. f;fg·. 23 ::¢.orx·e·sponds -t·o. fea:tur.e a- to 
" 
b _of Fig .. 25. 'I11e silicon Fermi l·evel Ef is located in reg·ion 2 of 
the surface s ta t e di st r i but ion ( Fig . 25). . The em is s ion of trapped 
electrons is fast enough to respond to the ramping voltage. Since 
the number of trapped electrons in region 2 is. small, their emission 
is not able to fully balance the ch~n.g·in_g ,of charge on the metal 
electrode, QM. Thus,,, the depletion la,yer width _xd increases. 
Feature b ·- :0 ·Of curve B in :Fig~ -23 c orre sp ands to b - c of 
:sl:n·c.·e· N t 1> N t 2 , ·most of the changing .. ' . ' s s . 
charge on the me t·a.l t.s ·bq .. la.nced·· by the emitted el:e·c.t.rons, therefore 
the increase of· xd is s:1owe r than that .of fea,ture a - b .. 
From c ·to d the str·ucture is ir1 ·:$.-t:_r·ong inversion, ·t.h~r measured 
capaci ta nee a constant. 
The ,~_greement betwe:en :curv'e Il :pf· EJ:g~ ·2_3: an:ef. th'e- calc-ula.-ted: 
:pr·ov·es the ·higher acctfr.acy of t.he q:ua si-sta tic m-eth:o<;i. :for $'1mpJe:e·~· 
wi·th ne:gi:Lgible. i,eakage cu:rrent •· 
.5~.1.12 Ramping Rate 4.4 V/sec -~-,J--
In Fig. 23 , the s true ture for a n·ega ti ve rarnping ,,.o'lt:a·ge of 
_;,,J· 
. --: 
,, 
rate 4.4 V/sec is a;t :steady-state fr:om a to 1, a-nd in :non-steady-st.ate 
and deep depletion from 1 tom. The. measured capa·cit.at1c.e :is constant 
-~. 
from m ton, while the theoretical curve in Fig. 25 s:bows deep depletion. 
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This discrepancy can b:e explained according to Pierret (3:4), Sa_h and 
Fu (35) by considerin:g the generation of minority carriers in deep 
depletion which wa.$ ne .. g.lected- in the theory of Chapter 2. This 
generation rate (36) is 
-
·-
:i }I~ ( Xd ·- '><.ci1· ) 
~ tQ 
l'fith QP the charge of ·min:'ority carriers, n 1 the intrinsic carri~r· 
concentration, and Xdf the depletion layer width in inv~rsion for 
equilibrium. The depletion layer width progressively widens during 
the initial stage of non-steady-state to offset the changing metal 
charge, since the emission of trapped electrons is low. The increase-: 
of Xd corresponds to a decr~qs:ing .ca-pacitan-ce C and. an· increasing 
carrier generation :.:t~rte .... ·with-- th.e· ramping. vof.t~lJ~.e _going more -neg_at-:ive·, 
enough to pte:c.i:s:ely ba1ance the rate of the .chahg_irt_g, :metal charge. 
While the genetat.e·d -minority carri-ers pile up at t·he Si-Sio2 interf~rce.r 
the depleti.on la:·yer width Xd i·s c·onstant, and the capacitance ·sat-urat:e··s .. 
A large rampin·g .ra.te requir.es a wider depletJ·on layer to ge·:n~r.·~t'e tlre 
minority carriers n,ec.~,ssa.·:ry to ba la-nee.· -th·e· changing me.t.a·1 ch_a·.rge.; ~tnd 
.... 
,_5·-.·J.i3 Ramping Voltage Stops, v- V 
. 
min 
The measured capacitance increase·s according tb· Fig. 23 (n-o) 
at the ramping voltage, stop Y ::;. V:min' because the depletion layer 
continues generating mindri·ty holes, although the metal charge has 
stopped decreasing. The generated carriers pile up at the Si-Si02 
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interface decreasing the .depletion layer charge ~, thereby· reducing 
Xd and then increasing the measured capacitance C. When Xd decreases 
to a value of equal min.ority carrier generation and recombination r_ate.,. 
therma 1 equilibrium is achieved, an.d Xd becomes constant··. 
5 .1. 2 C-- V Curves at 300 K With Positive. Ramping Voltage Slope 
The C-V ctlrves show some anomalies for a positive slope ramping 
voltage. 
The flat p:ort.:i:on o 1::0. p <tf curve A in Fi.g:. 22 i.:s caused by 
ingection of electrons from the silicon b.ulk to. the Si-Si02 interface 
where they recombine with accumulated holes. ne·pfetion layer charge 
QD and \vidth Xd remain constant with changing metal charge. The 
constant capacitance· corresponds to the amount of band bending required 
to provide the electrons for recombination with holes at the interface. 
An increasin·g ramping rate requires more electrons and less negative 
surface potential Cf~= -qN0xd2 /(2E'8 ); Xd de9r.ea1,es and the measur~.d 
ca_pa ci ta nee C increases. 
At point p .of F·ig. 23 most of . the ·_hoie .. :s it1 ·the i'river·-si.on. layer 
htrv~ been recombined., and the silicon gae:s ·into weak i.nver·sion; the 
ca-pacitance increas:es. F.rom. p to :q, a: .capacitance ledge is .ob:ser:v,e.d 
' ' 
corresponding to part c - b of Fig. 25. It is due to fil,li'.n·g .qf· 
surface states N8 t 1 ,~/i th electrons in region 1 ( 15,.1:6.) •. Since this 
:filling does not fully balance the changing met·al charge, depletion 
layer charge QD and capacitance are slightly increasing. Goetzberger· 
and Irvin (16) used this ledge to estim·ate the capture 1:ate of 
electrons by surface states. 
:29 ·- -~ 
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The filling of surface states continues; how·ever, it is not ·very 
important, sin~e N5 t 2 N t.1:· s .. · Most of the changing metal charge is 
balanced by the rapidly :ct·ecreasing QD and Xd. 
. . 0 5.1.3 C~V Curves at 248 K 
Figure 24 shows C-V curves of sample at :24::8:°.K. A v·o_lt~g·e 
r:a.mpin·g rate 71 mV /sec is sufficient to dr·ive t:he: ¢ev1._c,e -i_n.tc0· p·op.""'! 
\ . . 
.A larger voJ:tagE!· :ra_tnpitrg rate corr·e~p-.ont:f·s, t.·b: a:: :_stnaller capacitance 
a~ in Section 5.1.:12·" ·:rh:e. saturation cap·.ac:itctn'ce- :£pr a ramping rate 
of 4.4 V/sec at 248°K {fig. 24) is smaile:r than tha:t :~.t :3.00°K ( Fig. 23), 
si:rtce the intrinsic carrier density n at 248°K is smaller than that 
1 
a-:t. -s:.o·o K. There:for.e ~ l.arger xd · is needed at 248°K to generate 
~\lff-i ci en t i:win,:or,:·ity ·t·a-,r-rie:::r·· s -f·o:r b a 1 an c in g th.e cha n-_~ ing me ta 1 chc;1r·.g.e. 
The C-V curve·s cif Fig_.~ 2·4 for a positive voJ.:ta_ge: ramping slop·~: 
show anomalies simi.1>ar t.c:> ·Fig. 23 already explained ':i.·n Section 5.1'!·2. 
5. 2 Sample 2 
' 
sample 2 after annea:11:t1g· with hydrogen for ,0, .. .5 hours·.. Its decrea~~d 
surface state density is shown in Fig. 19. .Ffg~r.e 28 shows the 
corresponding calc·uiated steady- and non-ste:a·dy-;...st-ate C-V curve:s f:o:r 
the inserted surf.ace state di.stribut ion .obtaine.d ·by s f.mpl i.f·y-ing 
Fig. 19. 
... 
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The C-V curv·es in Fig. ·26 measured at a ramping rate 71 mV /sec 
agree reasonably well with the theoretical steady-state curve in 
Fig. 28. The capacitance tail (b-c) and the ledge (p-q) of Fig. 23 
are not observed in Fig. 26 as the silicon is already in strong 
inversion before EF entt:trs region 1 . 
. i:. 
5.3 Sample 3 
Figures 29 and 30 show the .measured C-v· curves of sample: 3,:, 
and Fig. 31 t.he c·:.orr~spondin_g theoretical steady- and n.on,-·S·te~.:dy--
state C-V cu·tve.s. ·The: s·u:r:f~rce .s·ta te distribution i.n{=>'er:ted. in Fig. :·31 
was obtained 'from F.ig .. 20 by assuming a simple step: :form that resulted:· 
. ) . 
1n best a.g·r.eemer1:t b:.etw:e:·en experimental and theoretical C-V curves .. 
The ·Ccrpa9:i·ta·nc.e in 'Fig. 30 first decre.a:s:.e.$ w;h.en. a negative 
s·:"l·ope r·a.mp:i.n..g vol,tag.e is. applied to the :meta 1, and: then it increases 
and becomes c 011s ta·nt. This behavior is due to mob-11 ions: on: the 
.. . ' . .. · .. 
outer oxide surface as suggested by Pierret and Small C:n). Increasing 
the applied vctit·age in negative.direction, negative ions on the outer 
oxide surface are rejected from the metal electrode, thereby inc:reasing 
the depleted lateral St..lt·:fac·e :ar·e.~ anq surface generation. To 
compensate for thi.:s e.ffec.t, ·(he generation of the depletion :1ay:e 1r ~tn.cf 
• 1.ncrea ses. 
t' 
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6. CCNCLUSIONS 
This thesis· c:on:f0it111s. ·attd. .. e.xtencfs. the -t:b.eoty of dyn·amic- :char-g_e_: 
current- and capa.:ci tanci-char,rcte·ristics in MOS structures with 
surface states. A three-step -surface state distr ibu.t-:ton h•a s be,.e:_rt 
used as approximation of the·· ineasured distribution. Analytical. 
solutions for t·he· :d:yncrmic cha_:r·--~e current- and capacitance-
:cha.r~·cteri.stics -wer·e 9bta ined. 
In ste·ctdy~st._a.te., the emission of trapped electrons from surface 
states a ccc;>urrt.·~-: f9r the reduction of the slopes in the C-V curves 
from the :id.ea'l or1·e_s.. Th.e charging and discharging of the high 
density· surface: st.ates 'in region l of the su-rface state qi·str-ipu·tion: 
y .. 
expla,i·n-s the· m.ea 9:,t,t .. r~_d ___ ca,paci ta nee ledge,.. R_e.a-.. son·a·:_ble a-g·r-e~m.en:t I·:s 
,(i 
:PPoce·$s. i.s g_ fu.nc t :ton of tim~, a-nd deep deplet·iori: i.s ·found in t.he 
~the s ii icon d:-.epleti on la·yer. 
For· s:urf·a_c.e st·a t.e dis-t·r:i-but ion rrie~rstt-.r·:emen,t.-:s, the high frequency 
. method and ·the qu~.sf .. ~st.a_·ti·c method ar_e .tlesc·r1bed and used. 
Differences of factor·.s of· .1. 5 to 10 have b·e.eri observed in: the ·_surface 
; . ~ 
'j 
. ~ ,. 
. : .• 
method has a les:,.,s_; ·ftm-ited accuracy, its -~~.st1.lt~' -~-re preferred, 'v{b:eh 
applicable to low· le,ak·age currents. 
depletion region· -(Fig. 29), when negative slope voltage ramp is 
applied, has been explained by negative ions moving_ on the outer 
oxide surface. 
·.:. -: 
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APPEliDIX A. LIST OF SYMBOLS 
A Area ot aetal electrode. 
C Measured capacitance of MOS device. 
CD S111corn d@pl®ti@~ lt&ysr capacitance. 
COX Oxid® C~~ci~RW®o 
Cain Minimum high fXe'quency capacitance. 
C88 Total surface at.ate capacitance at or below the equ111br1ua 
E0 Energy l®vel at the bottom edge of silicon conduction band, 
Er Ferai level of silicon, 
Fermi level of metal. 
E1 Energy level at the aiddle 1f silicon band gap, 
Eg Band ~p of ~ilicon. 
Et Energy level of surface state. 
Ea(O) Enargy level Et at which the non-steady-state starts. 
Eat. (0) Energy level Et at which the non .. steady-state starts when silicon 
Fermi level EF is loc~i®d llli region i o:f ~ur:tMe ~'W.t® d1~'b:'i00t1on, 
Ea2(0) Energy level Et at which the non-steady-state starts when EF lles 
1n region 2. 
Ea(t) Psuedo-Fermi level for for surface states when the MOS device is 
E1 Energy l®vel Et which aeperates region 1 nnd 2 1n surface state 
d1str1 but ion. 
E2 Energy level Et which seperates region 2 and Jin surface state 
d1atr1 bution. 
·. '-~ 
'\ 
Ev· Energy level at the upper edge of silicon valence band. 
k Boltzmann constant. 
K Additiv@ con~~i in surface potential integration. 
Donor ©©nc®nt:ration. 
·o 
Effective density of states 1n the silicon conduction band. 
N88 Surface state density. 
Natt Surface state deMity in region 1 of surface state distribution. 
N8 t2 Surf&e® stats denai t1 bl Jregioril 2. 
N8 t3 Surface state density in region 3~ 
q Magnitude of an elementary charge. 
Charge in silicon depl~ti©n layer. 
Fixed charge in oxide. 
Surface state charge, 
t Tiae, 
T Absolute temperature of the MOS device. 
V Applied de voltage on the metal electrode. 
v Electron thermal velocity. 
V0x Voltage drop across the oxide. 
Xd Depletion layer width, 
X0 Oxide thicknesss 
r'h Work funct.ion difference between metal and semiconductor, 
'f',,.s 
~ Silicon surface potential. 
€
5 
Dielectric permitivity of silicon. 
Voltage swe®ping ~ateo 
Dielectric permitivity of silicon dioxide. 
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APPENDIX B. IERIVATION OF d.Qildtt S8 
When either I "'s I< I EF .. E1 I or EF is in region 2, from equations 
(2,4) and (2.7); 
and 
-
- --
Froa eq. (2.2) to (2.7) 
~ 
• 
Substituting eq, (B.2) into eq. (B.1), eq, (2,21) 1s obtained. 
When EF is in region 1, 
- -
r.; 
9_ 1.. Iv.Yi/ r1 NJ) )(c4 
ts 
I 
' 
thus eq. (2.19) is obtained, 
- J6 -
(B.1) 
(B.2) 
(B.4) 
:<f.·. 
\ 
'} 
~: 
' APPUDIX c. TRAPPED SURFACE STATE CHARGE Qt(t) WHEN i;, IS IN REGION 2 
(Fig. Bb) I 
The energy Ea(t) vill be calculated above which the surface states 
are eapty0 ~ below which they 1re filled. From eq. (2.16) and (2.21) s 
(C.1) 
• 
··= Nstl E, + Nstz ( .£,,. (·tJ - E,) 
• 
(C.2) 
Differentiating eq. (c.2), the emission rate of the trapped elec-
trona is 
ol )1 t N d Em tt ) 
- c.{ t = - st2 oft 
• 
(C.3) 
By equating eq, (c.1) to eq. (c.3), (see Appendix D) 
E1r1(-t.)= -hT.l { [ e·-£,,,c,l&)JiT + ( x~·::1T (e £!.4.T_1)- e £~Ti']. 
l< exp[(~=~ vrs-Nc ( -elE1-Efl'>47 - e - G/~, )- _'\[l~c, e <._Ei-EJ!'>t] 
- ( N~-t, !T Ce r:yi.T_, >- e f"~T )-'J (c.4) 
Nlt~ 
where Eai(O) • ~ - qNr;<.d 2/( 2 ~ ), Xd 1a given by eq. (B.2). (F1g. Sa) 
(C.5) 
Substituting eq. (c,4) into eq, (c,5), eq, (5.25) 1a obtained, 
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APPENDIX D. SOLUTION OF Ea(t) 
Equating eq. (c,1) and (c.J), 
- ~ E"'rt) -- ~AT tf)\<tJiT ~ t = vcr Ne e e + 
- e - t9.4.T] - v-crNc e (t,- ~VkT 
• (D.1) 
lat A= v-crNc e- f"9/kT 
Bi:;:, %~~! va-tJc 11[ erE,-GJ)f..T_ e- £~T]-vcrNc e (£.-£!1),4~ 
-·tban eq, (D.1) becomes 
! 
d EmrlJ _ A Emlt>4T B 
- _1· - e + 
v, r . 
Lit ~=-ef"'1%, i.e. Eui(t) •Ia'!i,y, aDd 
oi £h\,-t,, > _ ~.T c{ 1 
-at 1 ·v1t 
.. 
Equation (D.2) becomes 
_A_1_ . B A i 
dt + ~T LJ "= - ~ ~ 
Rultiplying both sides by-../-, 
_ J_ ~ _ B .-1 _ A 
~~ olt ,kT '1 - -~T 
• 
Let u • y-1, then du/dt • -y-2dy/dt, 
du B A 
dt -TT u = -kT 
• 
Solving the differential equation (D,3), 
Ult l = C -e.. Bt,iT - A/.5 
is obtained, 
The boundary condition is 
11- I - £ ltJ 2 ( 0 ) /it T 
i){O)~ (} (0)~€ 
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(D.2) 
(D.;) 
(D,4) 
.. 
. and 
1 ••• 
• 
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APPENDIX i. PREOXIDATION WAFER TREATMENT 
• 
A) In1-t1al degreasing and etching 
1) Ul~@ifili@ cl®~ m~h ooionued '-21ter for S a1nutes. 
2) Degreasing by heating 1n t1'1chloroethylene, acetone and aetbanol 
successively each tar .5 ainutes. 
3) Boiling 1n solution of deionized water, hydrogen peroxide (1H202) 
and ~OH (4gjj,gi by W©l~) f~ 10 ~imnmt®~e 
4) Boiling :1n solution of deionized •ter, hydrogen peroxide and 
.. 
hydrochloric acid (HCl) (41111 by volume) for 10 ainutes • 
.S) Etched by HF for 2 minutes. 
6) De©Mt®d ~ ooil®d m deionized water tar 3 minutes. 
7) Etched in ImO; far 5 minutes. 
8) Decanted in deionized water. 
B) Oxidation 
The wafer is loaded into a resistance heated horizontal furnace 
and. oxidized at 1100°C for 1.5 hours. The dry oxygen 11 at the atmosphere 
pressure, the now rate is 2 llters~;,.per minutes. 
C) Second cleaning 
1)_Ultraaon1c cleaning 1n acetone for 5 minutes. 
2) Decanted with deionized water. 
3) Etched by HF. 
4) Decanted by deionized water. 
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